IV. Middle School  Uniform Policy
Clothing should be clean, proper and free of wrinkles. Students not dressed appropriately will not be
permitted to participate in school events, including those not meeting the expectations for given ‘dressdown’
days. Parents/Guardians of students breaking dress code may be required to complete observation hours.
REQUIRED UNIFORM ITEMS
SHIRT &
BLAZER

DRESS
PANTS

PROHIBITED (NO EXCEPTIONS)

ALL: Navyblue dress blazer over a white,
plain buttondown short or longsleeve
dress shirt with white undershirt.
GIRLS: may use straight or rounded collar.

Colored or decorative accents on white blouses.
Ruffles on collars or blouses
Polo shirts of any type
Long sleeves under short sleeves
Sweatshirts, pullovers, hoodies, zipups

Navy blue dress pants only.

Skirts or capri, tight, stretch, cargo or
skinnystyle pants (tight at ankle).

UNIFORM GPA < 3.0 Navyblue
TIE
GPA > 3.0 Honor Roll  Blue and Silver*
GPA > 3.5 High Honor Roll Blue and Red*
GPA > 3.5 Leadership  Blue and Gold*

NonAwarded ties (anything other than a blue
uniform tie must be awarded at quarterly
awards ceremony).

SOCKS &
SHOES

Plain, white, navyblue, or black plain socks
Allblack flat dress or tennis shoes that
cover heel, have all black soles, and have
all black laces and/or a black strap.

Slipon shoes without a strap or laces
Girls heeled or openback dress shoes
Colors of any type other than black on the
laces, strap, or soles

BELT &
EXTRAS

Solidblack, plain dress belt. Girls who wear
any accessories should choose only navy
blue, red, white or black colors to match the
uniform (patterned or solid).

Colored, Large or Decorative Belts

PROHIBITED ACCESSORIES & EXTRAS  NO EXCEPTIONS
ALL
1. Sunglasses or fake eyeglasses
2. Unnatural hair colors (Unnatural “true” red, blue, green, pink, purple, etc.)
BOYS
1. NO PIERCINGS OR EARRINGS OF ANY TYPE, VISIBLE OR COVERED
GIRLS:
1. Piercings, other than girls’ single pierced earlobes; NO other area may be pierced and no chains or
connectors are to be worn; no fake or clipon earrings, hoop earrings larger than quarter
2. Excessive jewelry or choker necklaces
3. Distracting Hair Accessories (must be less than 3” thick, nothing across forehead or
raised/protruding (i.e. fuzzy balls or cat ears)); any colors other than navy blue, red, white or black).
4. Purses (keep in backpack)
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